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《上帝女神》

内容概要

"God Goddess " is a sex book and the book of God , the book is a total of about 70 million words , divided into two
volumes . It tells the story of a real-life sex workers . A lot of space in the book , the author uses straightforward ,
explicit language on human sexuality were vividly described , with a strong erotic content .
" God, Goddess ," a book informative, writing is smooth , coherent narrative , plot tightly interlocking half fiction
half nonfiction . Text straightforward work , but every word full of emotion , every word true feelings , although the
heroine prostitutes engaged in a very special job, but between the lines revealing her integrity , kindness and the
pursuit of a better life . While style is very simple , it is easy to narrow audience , feel, and the heroine is an old
friend .
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作者简介

Linda , the early 1960s was born in Beijing, China , from 1968 to 1978 in the Beijing Chaoyang District Elementary
School , center , high school , grew envious of soldiers, police career , the day then people would , in 1978 admitted
to high school graduation Beijing police Academy , two years after graduating from the police Academy , a Beijing
prison to work as a prison police , quickly became a minor celebrity in the whole prison Cagney and Lacey . In
1992 , according to the Bureau of Prisons policy , resolutely decided to leave of absence to start into business career.
Hotels in Beijing Huairou had eight years of operations , suffered a bitter and sour sea life . 2000 autumn entered
the Australian continent , adding Australian citizenship after five years. Now settled in Australia, Canberra, engaged
in sex work .
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